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Abstract

This paper presents a theoretical study on the bandwidth reservation problem for ad hoc networks. The proposed model is based on the spatial reuse and the existence of interferences. We show that in this case, the bandwidth reservation problem is NP-complete and we provide some bounds that compare solutions of the problems derived with greedy heuristics with an optimal one. We conclude with a discussion on the practical aspect of this model and its potential use in a practical protocol.
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Résumé

Ce papier présente une étude théorique sur le problème de réservation de bande passante pour les réseaux ad hoc. Le modèle proposé est basé sur la réutilisation spatiale et l’existence d’interférences. Nous montrons que dans ce cas, le problème de réservation de bande passante est NP-complet et nous donnons des bornes qui comparent les solutions obtenues avec des heuristiques gloutonnes et une solution optimale. Nous concluons avec une discussion sur l’aspect pratique de ce modèle et son utilisation possible dans un protocole.
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1 Introduction

This paper deals with a theoretical study on bandwidth reservation problems for mobile ad hoc networks. The ad hoc networks are more and more studied and with the existence of commercial products of wireless network cards, such networks are built in places where wiring is expensive or impossible or when mobility is needed.

The IETF working group MANET concentrates essentially on the routing protocols. Many multicast protocols have also been proposed in the literature. On the other hand, few works have been carried out on the QoS aspects of these networks. This loss of studies on this subject may be explained by the fact that the range of applications offered by the ad hoc networks is not yet well determined, but also by the fact that these networks are seen like networks of small size. In these conditions, the QoS issues do not clearly appear. But the potential usage of ad hoc networks in everyday life, their possible or future mix with other large scale networks like Internet or third-generation mobile networks and their capacity to offer high rate could lead to a need of quality of service for such networks.

The QoS issues in ad hoc networks are challenging tasks due to the dynamic aspects of these networks and their bandwidth constraints ([15]). In the literature, the works concern QoS models (like FQMM presented in [18]), QoS resource reservation signaling (like INSIGNIA proposed in [1], QoS MAC (like MACA/PR in [9]) and QoS routing (see [16], [3] and [10] for three different protocols). Each of these works tries to deal with difficulties inherent to wireless networks like restricted bandwidth, mobility, or broadcast characteristic of radio transmission. But almost none of them studies the impact of interferences on the quality of their protocol. Indeed, in most of the proposed protocols on the subject, each node of the ad hoc networks only acts (i.e. decides to accept or reject or postpone traffic) according its local traffic (i.e. the traffic present in the node) without considering the existing traffic in its “neighborhood” (i.e. the nodes that interfere with it). However, we think that this “neighbor” traffic can have a strong influence on the behavior on each node of the network.

For these reasons, we tried to understand the impact of interferences (ratio signal over noise) on the QoS aspects: how to modelize the existence of interferences for the QoS issues, what is the complexity of such a QoS model taking interferences into account, is it practically possible to deal with interferences in QoS protocols to obtain better efficiencies? To begin, we decided to concentrate on the bandwidth reservation problem. The bandwidth reservation can prevent from congestion in the network, congestion that can easily appears in such ad hoc networks. This problem appeared to us to have a direct application whatever the underline use of the ad hoc network. The bandwidth reservation problem consists either in maximizing the number of transmitting requests or in optimizing the bandwidth, with respect for the available bandwidth and the spatial reuse without interference.

This paper presents a bandwidth reservation model that takes into account the existence of interferences. It is based on the spatial reuse in radio networks. We study the complexity of this model and show that even for simple instances of this model the bandwidth reservation problem is NP-complete. As it is an ongoing
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research, we finish this paper with remarks and questions on the practical use of the proposed model: how this model can be integrated in an actual protocol.

2 A simple model of the spatial reuse

This section presents a simple model of the spatial reuse in radio networks. For a detailed study on the spatial reuse topic for wireless LANs, see [17].

The spatial reuse is the possibility to have two simultaneous communications without interference if they are far enough from each other. We study here the most simple physical propagation model where a receiver put at a distance $r$ from a radio source with a transmitted power $P$ receives a signal with a power $P/r^\alpha$. In open space $\alpha = 2$, whereas in urban space the GSM propagation models assume $3 \leq \alpha \leq 4$ [6].

Assume that the communications scope is bounded by $R$ (some hundred meters in open space or some dozen meters indoor for wireless LANs). We impose the following local constraint: a node must not transmit if another node within a distance less than $D$ is transmitting. We are going to evaluate the lowest $D$ that ensures that no communication is jammed under this condition.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 1: Two situations where the transmitters are within a distance $D$ from each other, with $L$ the distance of the jammer the furthest in the network. On the left, “a worst case”, on the right “a practical situation”.

In this paper, we only give a rough estimate of $\frac{D}{R}$ to simply justify the model. We consider what seems to us a worst case: the communication is realized in the center of a triangular mesh of step $D$ of transmitters, as illustrated in Figure 1. All the nodes are supposed to transmit with the same power. To ensure that a communication is not jammed, the ratio signal over noise has to be higher than a constant $Q$ (classically equal to 10). A sufficient condition is then:

$$\frac{P}{R^\alpha} \geq QB \quad \text{where} \quad B = \sum_{\text{transmitter}} \frac{P}{\text{dist}(b)^\alpha}$$

Let $H_n$ denotes the hexagon with transmitters at distance $nD$ from the source transmitter (there are $6n$ such transmitters and their distance is included between $nD\sqrt{3}/2$ and $nD$). If we note $L$ the distance from the transmitter to the furthest node in the network and in grouping the transmitters by concentric hexagons, we have:

$$B = \sum_{n=1}^{L/D} \sum_{b \in H_n} \frac{P}{\text{dist}(b)^\alpha} \leq \sum_{n=1}^{L/D} n6n \frac{P}{(nD\sqrt{3}/2)^\alpha} \leq \frac{6P}{(D\sqrt{3}/2)^\alpha} \zeta(\alpha - 1)$$

where $\zeta(s) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{n^s}$ is the famous Riemann zeta function. Therefore the communication is not jammed for:

$$\frac{D}{R} \geq \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} (6Q\zeta(\alpha - 1))^{1/\alpha}$$

Figure 2(a) gives an idea of the value of this function (which diverges for $\alpha = 2$). For $\alpha = 3$, a ratio $D/R$ greater than 5.34 is sufficient, or greater than 3.37 for $\alpha = 4$. 

For $\alpha = 2$, it is easy to deduce the following condition:

$$\frac{D}{R} \geq \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} (6Q(1 + \ln(L/D)))^{1/2}$$

Figure 2(b) gives the values of $D$ for which the inequality is true.

From this model, we can deduce the following **bandwidth reservation scheme**:

1. For each node $u$, its *interference area* $s_u$ is defined as being the set of nodes at distance at most $D$ from $u$.

2. Each node $u$ is allowed to reserve a bandwidth $c(u)$ if for all nodes $v$ in the network, the sum of the reservations of bandwidth of the nodes of $s_v$ does not exceed the available bandwidth of $s_v$ $b(s_v)$. ($\forall v$ nodes $\sum_{i \in s_v} c(i) \leq b(s_v)$)

Due to spatial reuse, the available bandwidth can be different from one interference area to one other. Note also than two different nodes can have the same interference area.

If a route (longer than one hop) is established between two nodes $u$ and $v$ in the network, then the request $c(u)$ of node $u$ has to be accepted on the whole route between $u$ and $v$, i.e. accepted on all the nodes of the route.

### 3 Theoretical complexity of the proposed bandwidth reservation scheme

In this section, we theoretically analyse the bandwidth reservation model proposed in Section 2. In fact, it is easy to see that this scheme is a sample of the famous 0-1 multidimensional knapsack. This problem, NP-complete, can be expressed as follows (see [12, 11, 7, 4] for some heuristics):

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_{ji}x_i \leq b_j, \forall j \in [1, m], \quad \text{to maximize} \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i x_i$$

where $\forall i \in [1, n]$ and $\forall j \in [1, m]$ $x_i \in \{0, 1\}$, and $b_j, c_i$ et $a_{ji}$ are positive integers.
In the framework of our bandwidth reservation scheme: $n$ is the number of nodes in the network and $m$ the number of interference areas (as mentioned previously two nodes can have the same interference area); $\forall j \in [1, m], b_j \leq B$ where $b_j$ is the available bandwidth in area $s_j$ and $B$ is the maximum bandwidth of the network; $a_{ij} = c(i)$ if node $i \in s_j$, $a_{ij} = 0$ otherwise; $x_i = 1$ if the request $c(i)$ of node $i$ is accepted, $x_i = 0$ otherwise. If the aim is to use the maximum of bandwidth, then $\forall i \in [1, n], c_i = c(i)$. If the aim is to satisfy the maximal number of requests then $\forall i \in [1, n], c_i = 1$.

Our bandwidth reservation problem is a simplified sample of the 0-1 multidimensional knapsack. The radio networks context can simplify the problem. For instance, we can consider that each node of the network belongs to a restricted number of interference areas or that each interference area contains a restricted number of nodes. Moreover, unlike the general problem of 0-1 multidimensional knapsack where it is assumed that $m$ is small (of the order of ten) and $n$ is large (more than one hundred), in our problem, $n$ and $m$ are of the same order and can be equal to one hundred. These remarks justify to study the complexity of the bandwidth reservation problem and its simplified versions (do they remain NP-complete or not?).

In [2], we show that even the simple instance where each node belongs to a restricted number of interference areas, each interference area has a restricted number of nodes, each node has a unit request (of 1 Mbits/s if 1 Mbits/s is the unit) and each interference area has an available bandwidth of 1 Mbits/s, remains NP-complete. See [2], for a detailed description of the proof based on the reduction of the maximum independent set problem. Therefore our bandwidth reservation model is NP-complete.

Many heuristics for the 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problem have been proposed, but the required times to obtain an approximate solution are too long to be used in the bandwidth reservation protocols for mobile ad hoc networks. We think that greedy solutions are probably the most adequate solutions for such networks. We can provide several approximation results for greedy heuristics. Due to space limitations, we omit the proofs of these results (some can be found in [2], others can be easily deduced).

We note $A^*$ an optimal solution of the bandwidth reservation scheme and $A$ a greedy solution. $|A^*|$ ($|A|$ resp.) is the size of the optimal solution (the greedy solution resp.). We assume that the node $i$ belongs to $\text{deg}(i)$ interference areas. We have the following results:

1. If the requests are handled by decreasing values, then $\sum_{i \in A^*} c(i) \leq 2 \sum_{i \in A} c(i) \text{deg}(i)$. If moreover, each node belongs to at most $\Delta$ interference areas, we can deduce that $|A^*| \leq 2\Delta |A|$.

2. If all the requests have a unit cost, then $\sum_{i \in A^*} c(i) \leq \sum_{i \in A} c(i) \text{deg}(i)$. If moreover, each node belongs to at most $\Delta$ interference areas, we can deduce that $|A^*| \leq \Delta |A|$.

3. Whatever the greedy solution we may choose, if each node belongs to at most $\Delta$ interference areas and that each interference area contains at most $\Delta$ nodes, then $|A^*| \leq \Delta (\Delta - 1)|A|$. (Note that this case represents the networks with symmetrical links and thus if a node $u$ belongs to an interference area $s_u$ then node $v$ belongs to the interference area $s_v$.)

$\sum_{i \in A^*} c(i)$ represents the maximum use of the bandwidth, whereas $\sum_{i \in A} c(i)$ represents the use of the bandwidth with a greedy heuristic. Intuitively, we see that if the network is dense, the nodes belong to many interference areas and that may affect the quality of the greedy solutions compared to the optimal one (the obtained solution may be at a factor $2\Delta$ from optimality with a heuristic on the order of the requests). On the other hand, if the network is sparse, the greedy solutions may be close to the optimal solution and thus provide efficient results. Note also that we obtain a better upper bound with the heuristic on the order of the requests (point 1.) than in the general case (point 2.).

4 Remarks and questions: how to extend the proposed model to ad hoc protocols

We have proposed so far a theoretical bandwidth reservation scheme based on the existence of interferences. We showed that this scheme is NP-complete. We also deduced some upper bounds comparing the optimal solution to the bandwidth reservation problem and simple greedy solutions. These upper bounds show that for some architectures of ad hoc networks, the greedy solutions may be close to the optimal one. These
results are only of theoretical interest and we are working on the practical use of this model. We have now to face with several questions in a practical setting:

1. How can each node $u$ determine its interference area, i.e. the nodes that interfere with it?

2. For each node $u$ of the network, is it possible to know the bandwidth reservation of each node belonging to its interference area $s_u$ without a too large overhead?

3. Is it possible to distribute this model (that requires a whole knowledge of the network) over the nodes (that will have a local knowledge), knowing that the choice of a node can be influenced by the choice of any other node of the network?

At present, we think that the knowledge of the interference area for each node might be too much to implement in a protocol. In a first step, we only consider restricted interference areas. For each node, each interference area contains the one-hop neighbors or two-hop neighbors. We want to check if this knowledge enhances the quality of the bandwidth reservation or not (is there less congestion?; Have the accepted packets a better rate than in the best effort way?; Are there many rejected or postponed packets?). We have two goals in mind: to add this notion of interference areas to reactive protocols to compute routes with good properties (sufficient bandwidth available) and to use the hello packets and the construction of the routing table to carry the necessary information on the interference areas in the proactive protocols. We are currently elaborating these ideas in QoS resource reservation signaling.
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